
The #1 Technique Ever Developed For Playing Piano By Ear!!!!
When I first started learning how to play by ear, I had a teacher for about 12 
weeks or so, and I had learned quite a bit in that short period of time, but when 
he abruptly told me he was moving, I suddenly found myself without an instructor.!!
After all, it’s not like you could easily find another instructor 30 years ago who 
taught play by ear technique. !!
Even today with all of the searching power of the Internet, there is still a need for 
more instructors who focus on unconventional playing technique such as playing 
by ear.!!

• Before my teacher moved he had just started to show me how to  
figure out chord progressions and match up chords to a melody line, 
which I’ve touched on in previous issues.!!

However, there is one technique that really helped my ear and my knowledge of 
music theory grow by leaps and bounds, and I probably would have never 
discovered this technique if my teacher hadn’t moved out of the state.!!

In my state of panic I scrambled to find another teacher who taught play 
by ear technique. When that failed, I simply pulled out a bunch of sheet 
music and started to white-out all of the chords, leaving just a melody line.!!

Now it took me a few months to actually develop this strategy into an organized 
and effective methodology, but once I had a few songs under my belt, I quickly 
discovered an amazing technique that would allow me to teach myself how to 
play piano by ear.!!
Below is a very simple step-by-step list of instructions on how you can teach 
yourself how to play piano by ear using nothing but a bunch of altered sheet 
music.!!
1.) Make several copies of the sheet music of each song that you want to learn  
     how to play by ear.!!
2.) If you’re new at this, then you will definitely want to start out with simple  
     2-chord and 3-chord songs and work your way up to 6-or-more-chord songs.!



!
3.) Write down all of the chords that are in the song and then white-out all of the  
     chord symbols above the melody line. !!
4.) See how many of the chords are from the 6 most common chords list in that  
     specific key.!!
5.) Start playing through the melody. Analyze the melody notes as I taught you in  
     Part 5 of my practice guide and gradually replace the chord symbols back in  
     the sheet music.!!
6.) When you’re finished, compare your chord progression to the original sheet  
     music.!!
You can also do this with the melody notes. Instead of whiting-out the chord 
symbols, leave the chord symbols and white-out the melody notes. When I use 
this technique with my private students, I always leave a few melody notes here 
and there to help them know they’re on the right track.!!
Why Is This Technique So Effective?!!
It’s so effective because sheet music will already have the melody notes divided 
into measures. Since it’s common to have a chord at the beginning of each 
measure, you’ll know exactly where to place each chord.!!
When you learn a song from scratch, it’s difficult to know where the beginning of 
each measure is unless you have great rhythm.!!

Of course, it’s up to you to figure out which chord to place at the 
beginning of each measure, but trying to divide the melody notes into 
measures is almost as hard as trying to figure out the chords. !!

Therefore, using this sheet music method allows you to jump right to a specific 
training technique, (e.g. - chord placement), while you’re still developing your 
rhythm, which is what you need to know how to do if you’re going to learn a song 
by ear from scratch. !!
Once you get a few dozen songs under your belt, then you’ll be ready to pick 
melody notes and chords out of thin air without the help of sheet music.!!



In addition, you’ll be able to go back and check your ear using the original, 
unaltered piece of sheet music.!!
What You Have To Do First!!
Before you can learn how to play by ear, you have to know all of your major and 
minor triads, and it wouldn’t hurt to know your 4-note 7th and minor 7th chords, 
as well.!!
This is why I provide over 70 online video lessons for free to anyone who signs 
up for my Play Piano By Ear Super Course. I also give every student a full 60 
days to try out my piano super course, risk free. (click the link below for more 
info.)!!

http://www.easy-chord-piano-lessons.com/play-piano-by-ear.html!!
You really need to be comfortable with the chord groups I just mentioned, along 
with the ability to play a simple, sing-note melody line with a basic chord 
progression, which is what my free online chord-style piano lessons will teach 
you to do.!!
Click the link above to learn about the most extensive online piano course on the 
Internet. !!!!!!!!


